Hemodialysis therapy in the United States: what is the dose and does it matter?
There is an ongoing discussion in the renal community about how to monitor the treatment of hemodialysis patients in the United States. Comparison of the US patient experience to that of other countries with populations of similar health status is one way to assess treatment. Another technique involves examining the level of dialysis therapy US patients receive. This paper reviews recent studies which found that the United States has higher mortality than both Japan and Europe and provides additional information as to why those comparisons might be underestimating the mortality differences. We also examine the data on the level of dialysis US patients receive, both as a prescription and as delivered care. We conclude that US patients receive less hemodialysis therapy than their European and Japanese counterparts, and that in general US patients are not receiving the level of dialysis they were prescribed. These factors are correlated with an increased mortality among US hemodialysis patients.